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As efficient technologies boost oil yields and economic benefits, horizontal

wells and hydraulic fracturing arewidely used in low- permeability reservoirs. To

better evaluate the reserve and improve recovery, it is essential to determine

fluid flow patterns and transport mechanisms. Laboratory experiments, field

operations, and analytical studies have identified nonlinear flow and

microfracture networks during the fluid flow in a reservoir with fractured

horizontal wells. However, the interactions between nonlinear flow and

microfracture networks are still not fully understood. In this study, nonlinear

flow experiments and triaxial compression tests were carried out to analyze

nonlinear flow characteristics in the vicinity of microfracture networks. By

analyzing the effects of microfracture networks on nonlinear flow, two-

phase flow, rock stress sensitivity, and artificial fractures, we found that fluid

capacity in capillaries with smaller dimensions decreased along with a drop in

the pressure gradient, generating a nonlinear flow pattern. The area of nonlinear

flow was diminished by the presence of microfractures, which improved flow

efficiency and reservoir quality. Considering the size of fracture apertures,

microfractures behave more like matrix pores than natural fractures. Also,

microfractures significantly increase rock stress sensitivity and reduce the

threshold permeability, which enhances fluid flow capacity. This study

contributes to our understanding of flow behavior, predicting production

and improving recovery in low-permeability reservoirs.
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Introduction

Low-permeability reservoirs have become one of the main targets in the oil and gas

industry owing to the rapid development of horizontal well technology (Asadi et al., 2020;

Yu et al., 2021; Zeinabady et al., 2022), drilling and steering technology, and fracturing

processes (Bunger and Lecampion, 2017; Xu et al., 2019; Heider, 2021; Marsden et al.,

2022). Because of the characteristics of low permeability and low porosity, fluid flow

patterns and transport mechanisms in low-permeability reservoirs deviate from the
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traditional flow rules such as Darcy’s Law in conventional

reservoirs. To better evaluate the reserve and improve

recovery, there is a need to clarify fluid flow behaviors in a

complex rock structure.

Numerous studies have shown that interactions at the

solid–liquid interface have significant effects on flow

patterns due to the small pores and narrow throats, as

well as the existence of clay minerals in the complicated

structures of tight, low-permeability reservoirs (Al-Yaseri

et al., 2021; Fatah et al., 2021; Kim and Devegowda, 2022;

Zhang et al., 2022). The fluid flow tends to become nonlinear

and shows deviations from Darcy’s Law. This concept can be

verified by a graph of the relationship between the pressure

gradient and the flow rate, which can be divided into a

pseudo-linear flow section, a nonlinear flow section, and a

non-flow section. The two separate endpoints of the

nonlinear flow section are the minimum threshold

pressure gradient and the maximum threshold pressure

gradient. Data from experiments, field operations, and

analytical studies have identified nonlinear flow in a low-

permeability, porous medium.

Displacement experiments are conventional tools for

studying fluid flow properties and microfractures in low-

permeability reservoirs. Wang et al. (2011) used a self-

designed micro-flux measuring instrument to investigate the

low-rate flow pattern in low-permeability samples from the

Daqing oilfield. They discovered that low-velocity flow was

nonlinear, and apparent fluid permeability depended on

differences in the pressure gradient. Using 23 cores from

ultralow-permeability reservoirs, Zeng et al. (2011) carried out

displacement experiments to determine the flow curves of a

single oil or water phase. They confirmed the existence of

nonlinearity and pseudo-threshold pressure and declared that

nonlinearity increased with lower permeability. Song et al. (2019)

studied nonlinear flow characteristics in low-permeability

reservoirs using cores with a permeability of 4–8 mD. They

attributed their results to flow resistance and solid–liquid

interactions. Yu et al. (2022) studied the permeability

enhancement due to microfracture networks in hydraulic

fracturing, and their results indicated that pore and throat

radius were significantly increased due to the existence of

microfracture networks.

Field observations are crucial for verifying experimental

conclusions. Ji et al. (2008) proposed a method to calculate

the oil production in low-permeability reservoirs with non-

Darcy seepage flow. The model’s predictions were consistent

with the field production data in 72 blocks of the Daqing oilfield.

They further adapted the nonlinear model to design and evaluate

development methods for other low-permeable reservoirs in the

Daqing oilfield. Wang et al. (2006) designed and tested several

non-Darcy flow models for low-permeability reservoirs with

different well patterns in order to maximize oil production by

optimizing design parameters such as well spacing. They declared

that the oil production of 31 oilfields was significantly improved

based on their proposed models.

Analytical analysis is another tool to evaluate the effects of

nonlinear phenomena. Ren and Guo (2017) established a

nonlinear flow model based on multiple fractured

horizontal wells, and their results indicated that nonlinear

effects increased the flow capacity and affected the flow

pressure. Xu et al. (2017) and Xu et al. (2018) derived a

nonlinear flow model based on Knudsen diffusion, slippage,

and adsorption for pores and microfractures, and they

claimed that the free gas ratio could enhance the nonlinear

flow capacity. Bezyan et al. (2019) constructed a nonlinear

flow model including adsorption, based on particle swarming

optimization, and they showed that taking adsorption into

account could lead to higher production. Xu et al. (2019a) and

Wu et al. (2020) analyzed the apparent permeability of

nanopores in tight sandstone, and discovered that different

flow regimens existed at the nanopore scale. Li et al. (2020)

calculated the apparent permeability for microfracture

networks and concluded that slippage and desorption were

beneficial because they led to a later apparent permeability

increase. Li et al. (2021) analyzed the impacts of microfracture

networks on rock permeability, and their study showed that

the permeability was increased, and there was a smaller

tortuosity.

Though many studies of nonlinear flow have been performed

in the past, the interaction between nonlinear flow and

microfracture networks was not focused on in an in-depth

investigation. In this research, both nonlinear flow

experiments and microfracture experiments were conducted to

determine the interactions between nonlinear flow mechanisms

and microfracture networks. The potential influencing factors on

nonlinear flow such as pore structure were investigated, and the

impacts of microfracture networks on nonlinear flow regimens

were analyzed. From this analysis, the flow behaviors and

mechanisms can be clarified, the production predictions made,

and a working method devised for improving recovery in low-

permeability reservoirs.

Experimental methods

The experiments on nonlinear flow and microfractures were

designed to elucidate their influence on nonlinear flow in low-

permeability reservoirs. Table 1 shows the details of experiments

using different low-permeability core samples.

Nonlinear flow experiments

Figure 1 illustrates how the nonlinear flow experiments were

conducted, mainly involving measurements of pressure and flow

rate. The constant pressure method was adopted for these
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experiments. To achieve a constant low pressure, a water column

with a height ranging from 20 cm to 150 cm was maintained. The

accuracy in this experiment was ±1 cm. For maintaining a

constant high pressure of 0.01 MPa–0.7 MPa, pressurized gas

was applied above the water. The required constant pressure

conditions were satisfied by a combination of these two methods.

At the same time, a photoelectric laser detection device was used

to measure how long it took for water to flow through a certain

pipe, based on which the average flow rate was obtained. The

time and length accuracies were 0.1 s and 0.02 mm, respectively.

After the readings were made, the nonlinear curve was drawn for

the obtained flow rates under different pressures.

As shown in Figure 2, there is a power law relationship

between the threshold pressure gradient and reservoir

permeability in all blocks. The smaller the permeability, the

larger the threshold pressure gradient. The minimum

threshold pressure gradient and the pseudo-threshold pressure

gradient increased significantly for permeabilities < 1.0 mD.

TABLE 1 Details of nonlinear flow and microfracture experiments.

Order Type Measurement Core sample source

1 Nonlinear flow experiments Threshold pressure and flow rate Changyuan, Longxi, Qijianan, Gulongnan, and Puxi oilfield

2 Microfracture experiments Permeability changing rate Changqing oilfield

FIGURE 1
Nonlinear flow experiment.

FIGURE 2
Comparisons of threshold pressure gradient of different
blocks.

FIGURE 3
T2 spectrum of glycerin in a large space.
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Solid–fluid interactions are the dominant mechanism for

generating nonlinear flow in low-permeability reservoirs.

According to the T2 spectrum of glycerin in a large space

(Figure 3), the T2 relaxation fell within the range of

200–600 ms, with a peak at 400 ms. The peak amplitude was

14,000, and the average was around 7000. In glycerin-saturated

cores, because of the solid–fluid interactions, the binding energy

of glycerin hydrogen protons increased and thus generated a

smaller T2 relaxation time (Figure 4). As a result, this led to a

decline in T2 relaxation to 0–100 ms, with the peak being

reduced to 2 ms. Because of the effect of the solid phase, the

reservoir porosity varied, and the number of channels involved in

the flow changed along with the pressure, thereby producing

nonlinear single-phase flow.

Nonlinear flow characteristics are dependent on the pore

structure and follow a flow model. The most frequently used

model is the one-dimensional capillary model, in which all the

capillaries contribute to fluid flow under a certain displacement

pressure. As the pressure drops, the fluid becomes unable to

flow in a certain percentage of the capillaries due to solid–fluid

interactions, thus causing the flow capacity to drop and

nonlinear flow characteristics to appear. For this reason, the

capillary sizes and the heterogeneity of the medium are the

determining factors of nonlinear flow.

The dual-porosity model is another common flow model.

It consists of two continua with different porosity. Pores with

larger porosity provide the main flow area, while pores with

smaller porosity only partially contribute to the flow. Once a

balance is achieved between the two continua, the effects of

the smaller pores on fluid flow are insignificant. As the

nonlinear flow experiments are conducted during the

balanced phase, the results of the nonlinear experiment

primarily reflect the effects of the larger pores on the

nonlinear flow characteristics. The capillary model is able

to capture the flow features in conventional low-permeability

reservoirs since most of the pores are relatively large enough

to provide flow space. In terms of tight reservoirs, slit pores

and intergranular fractures are the primary flow channels. By

comparison, only a fraction of nanopores are accessible to

fluid flow because of the small pore sizes and the tiny throats.

The dual-porosity model is more suitable to describe such flow

features.

For conventional low-permeability reservoirs, the relationship

between the pressure gradient and the flow rate follows a quadratic

polynomial, as shown in Figure 5. The fitting accuracy

reached >99.9% when a quadratic polynomial was used for the

nonlinear flow curves of a block in the Huabei oilfield. The dual-

porosity model was used in the case of tight reservoirs, which were

usually fitted by using a pseudo-linear flow equation with a

threshold pressure gradient. Figure 6 shows that the coefficients

of the quadratic term are small enough to be eliminated, leaving a

first-order equation that can be used to express the flow features.

FIGURE 4
T2 spectrum of glycerin in a porous medium.

FIGURE 5
Nonlinear flow curves of a block in Huabei oilfield.

FIGURE 6
T2 nonlinear flow curves of a tight core in Jilin oilfield.
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Microfracture experiment

Microfractures are generated under stress that is comparable

to the compressive strength or tensile strength of grains and

matrix. As the stress increases further, the fractures are formed.

Since microfractures are more widely distributed than fractures,

it is necessary to understand how fractures are formed and

determine the types of fractures and their relationships. The

following experiments were focused on the generation of

fractures and their influences on fluid flow.

The samples were cylindrical cores collected from the

Chang 6 ultralow-permeability sandstone outcrops in the

Changqing oilfield. The cores were 25 mm in diameter with

a length of 60 mm. The triaxial compression test equipment

consisted of a nitrogen cylinder, pressure regulator, triaxial

core holder, confining pressure pump, axial pressure pump,

and microflow meter (Figure 7). A compression pressure of

3 MPa was applied by means of the pressure pump to increase

the axial pressure. The confining pressure of 3 MPa was

chosen based on the difference between the in situ pressure

and the formation pore pressure. In this way, the core shear

stress was changed, and fractures were generated. Semi-

quantitative monitoring of fractures is carried out by

testing the alteration of permeability by nitrogen or water

injection. The triaxial compression test equipment was used to

create fractures in one-dimension cores under a confining

pressure of 3 MPa. Gas permeability was measured at different

axial pressures starting from 0 MPa, and the permeability

changing rate was calculated (Figure 8).

FIGURE 7
Triaxial compression test equipment.

FIGURE 8
Relationship between axial pressure and permeability
changing rate.

FIGURE 9
Triaxial compression test equipment.
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The curve showing how the permeability rate increased with

axial pressure during parallel core experiments is shown in

Figure 9. When axial pressure dropped below 20 MPa, the

rock matrix was compressed under stress. Along with the

increase in axial pressure, the area of gas flow channels was

reduced, and the gas permeability decreased, which was a stress-

sensitive stage. If the axial pressure was further increased above

20 MPa, rock failure was initiated, and fractures appeared under

the external stress, generating more gas flow channels and

correspondingly greater gas permeability. With an axial

pressure higher than 30–32 MPa, the gas permeability rose

sharply as connected fractures were created in cores. The

fracture generation process in reservoirs can be divided into

three sequential stages: the grain compression stage, the

microfracture generation stage, and the fracturing stage. Only

when pressure is high enough can microfractures and fractures

appear; otherwise, only grain compression occurs. In other

words, when fractures are detected, it means that

microfractures have already been generated.

Fracture generation curves in water-saturated cores are

presented in Figure 10. Dry cores were converted to brine-

saturated cores, and it can be seen that microfractures

appeared at axial pressures >15 MPa, which is significantly

lower than that for dry cores. The reason for the drop in axial

pressure is the lower strength of the cement in cores when soaked

in brine. Therefore, the fracture curves obtained with dry cores

are quite different from the curves from real reservoirs. The

experiment illustrates the effects of confining pressure on

fracture generation. It shows the minimum principal stress

when the confining pressure is smaller than the axial pressure.

Figure 11 presents the experimental results at various confining

pressures. The fact that the axial pressure required to generate

microfractures increases with a larger confining pressure

confirms that stress difference is the reason for fracture

generation.

Results and discussion

Analysis of reservoir classification based
on fracture types

Different kinds of fractures are generated in different

reservoirs because of diverse stress conditions. Reservoirs can

be classified according to the fractures generated under various

stresses. Under a constant confining pressure, experiments were

conducted to measure how permeability rates changed with

different axial pressures. It can be concluded from Figure 12

that core permeability rises with time due to the microfractures

generated under large axial stresses, while it remains almost

constant at a lower axial pressure, implying that no

microfractures were involved.

FIGURE 10
Fracture generation curves in water-saturated cores.

FIGURE 11
Fracture generation curves in dry cores.

FIGURE 12
Fracture generation curves in slit cores.
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Figure 12 shows that permeability remains almost

unchanged at an axial pressure of 13 MPa over a period of

400 min, demonstrating that fractures were not present in

the rocks. Increasing the axial pressure to 21 MPa results in a

slowly rising permeability, which is attributed to the creation

of a large number of microfractures. When the axial pressure

reaches 30 MPa, the permeability growth rate undergoes a

slow rise due to the presence of microfractures, and then

rapidly increases with the help of fractures. If axial pressure

is as high as 32 MPa, fractures are generated immediately

without the development of microfractures. Therefore,

reservoirs can be classified into four types based on the

development of fractures under different stresses. The first

type is reservoirs without fractures, the flow channels of

which are mainly composed of pores and throats. Water

injection is not efficient since interfacial resistance prevents

fluid flow. Belonging to the matrix-dominant reservoirs, this

type of reservoir is difficult to develop. The second type

includes microfracture-developed reservoirs, in which

microfractures are the main flow channels. Water

injection can be applied due to the lower interfacial

resistance even though it is also matrix dominant.

Creating artificial fractures can further improve its

recovery factor by improving reservoir connectivity. The

third type includes reservoirs with abundant

microfractures and fractures. Effective displacement is

thus more liable to be achieved because the flow resistance

is low and fracture connectivity is high. The fourth type

includes fracture-developed reservoirs, in which fractures

are dominantly developed. Since the fluid flow around the

matrix in the reservoir is due to the high mobility in the

fractures, the matrix is not available for exploration.

Analysis of the scale of microfractures

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) methods have been

adapted to measure the pore characteristics of rocks before

and after being fractured. The results are shown in Table 2

and Figure 13. NMR was carried out after the stress was

unloaded. In this case, the alteration in pore size reflects

changes in pore scale after microfracture development. The

NMR curves in Figure 13 have the following features. First,

the total porosity makes little difference. Second, the rises and

falls in amplitude of different intervals in the T2 spectra were

captured. When the proportion of tiny pores is small, the

proportion of larger pores increases. The generated

microfractures are the outcome of cement failure around

grains, which is conducive to connecting some tiny pores.

Also, it is obvious that there are no changes in T2 relaxation

time and spectral interval. The scale of the microfractures is still

in the range of the original pore scale, and the generated

microfractures can be regarded as matrix pores. The role of

microfractures outweighs that of fractures in fluid flow since

microfractures are created in large numbers.

Analysis of the impacts of microfractures
on nonlinear flow

Microfractures have significant impacts on fluid flow,

especially nonlinear flow, two-phase flow, and stress

sensitivity. A group of cores was compared in experiments

to evaluate these effects, which are shown in Table 3 and

Figure 14. The results reveal that the nonlinear section shrinks

and the nonlinearity decreases, further confirming that

microfractures have modified the physical properties of the

reservoir, reduced nonlinear flow, and improved fluid

mobility.

TABLE 2 Fracture generation curves in slit cores.

No. Porosity, % Permeability before being
fractured, mD

Permeability changing rate
after being fractured, %

M2-1 14.3 0.27 6.24

M2-2 14.4 0.24 8.34

M2-3 14.6 0.30 20.89

FIGURE 13
T2 spectral comparisons of slit cores before and after being
fractured.
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Analysis of the impacts of microfractures
on two-phase flow

Oil–water relative permeability curves are critical to making

oilfield development plans and forecasts. It is generally

acknowledged that the two-phase flow area is reduced, and

relative permeability curves tend to be straight after fractures

are developed. Determining the characteristics of relative

permeability curves and fracture development is required to

determine the impacts of microfractures on two-phase flow.

With the unsteady method, four slit samples were fractured

and measured to obtain oil–water relative permeability curves,

as shown in Table 4. In comparison with Figure 15, it should be

noted that residual water saturation became smaller concomitant

with the development of microfractures. Also, with a more

developed fracture structure, the two-phase flow region

expanded, but it began to decrease when fracture development

reached a critical value. Microfractures provide a large number of

flow channels, which supplement fluid flow in a conventional

porous medium, further improving displacement efficiency.

However, if microfractures are overdeveloped, displacement

efficiency tends to drop because of the greater heterogeneity.

The water relative permeability curve differs in shape with

different fracture development degrees. It appears convex

before microfractures are initiated and becomes concave in

synchrony with the growth of microfractures. It should also

be noted that the maximum water relative permeability was

improved. Microfractures are predicted to reduce the

resistance from the capillary force and improve fluid flow

capacity, thereby changing the shape of the curve. Even

though their contribution to permeability is limited,

microfractures can increase water flow ability and lower the

permeability requirement for water-flooding.

Analysis of the impacts of microfractures
on rock stress sensitivity

Analysis of the impacts of microfractures on rock stress

sensitivity is necessary because fractures are one of the

primary causes of stress sensitivity. To start the stress

sensitivity experiments, one of two prepared outcrop slit cores

is required to be fractured. A regular stress sensitivity test is

applied under a changing back pressure, during which rock stress

TABLE 3 Fracture generation curves in slit cores.

No. Length, cm Diameter, cm Porosity, % Permeability before
being fractured, mD

Permeability changing
rate after
being fractured, %

1–1 4.380 2.526 15.25 1.0492 0

1–2 4.336 2.522 14.66 1.1180 1.98

1–3 4.488 2.528 15.26 0.8488 6.26

1–4 4.722 2.522 15.02 0.8973 9.75

FIGURE 14
Nonlinear flow plot in fractures with different abundance.

TABLE 4 Properties of cores before and after being fractured.

No. Length, cm Diameter, cm Porosity, % Permeability before
being fractured, mD

Permeability changing
rate after
being fractured, %

1–1 5.138 2.522 15.07 3.01 0

1–2 5.216 2.530 14.68 3.23 2.4

1–3 4.910 2.530 14.83 3.15 5.1

1–4 5.188 2.526 14.71 3.06 11.2
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FIGURE 15
Oil–water relative permeability curves of cores before and after being fractured.

FIGURE 16
Rock stress sensitivity test flow graph of parallel cores.
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sensitivity is measured under modified solid and liquid stresses.

Since stress sensitivity is mainly caused by changing fluid

pressure, it is more reliable to measure it by changing fluid

pressure. To reflect the real reservoir conditions, an axial pressure

of 25 MPa is required to be loaded. Figure 16 illustrates the

experimental flow graphs. The confining pressure pump and the

axial pressure pump maintain stable confining pressure and axial

pressure. Also, the back-pressure valve alters fluid pressure by

changing the exit pressure; the displacement pump displaces

fluid at a constant flow rate, allowing the core conductivity to be

further tested. At fixed axial pressure, confining pressure, and

flow rate, the fluid flow capacity can be measured under different

fluid pressures if the back pressure changes, which then

corresponds to stress sensitivity. A comparison between the

parameters of the two samples in Table 5 confirms that stress

sensitivity was much higher after the growth of fractures, which is

thus an important parameter for quantitatively evaluating

microfractures.

In Figure 17, it is obvious that the magnitude of rock stress

sensitivity can be divided into two stages at critical pressure.

Stress sensitivity is weak when pressure remains below the critical

value. At this time, sensitivity comes from larger throats as

fractures remain closed, leading to weak stress sensitivity due

to low compressibility and expansibility of the low-permeability

layers. Rock stress sensitivity increases sharply after pressure

exceeds the critical value and microfractures start to open,

providing extra flow channels and producing a larger

permeability. The critical value is called reopening pressure.

Through comparisons between permeabilities with and

without microfractures, it can be concluded that

microfractures are the primary cause of rock stress sensitivity.

Analysis of the impacts of artificial
fractures on fluid flow

Artificial fractures share common properties in terms of fluid

flow, for example, directional flow capacity, directional flow rules,

and stress sensitivity. But as artificial fractures are much larger than

microfractures, the shared properties are even more obvious and the

roles in fluid flow are different from those applying tomicrofractures.

The outcrop planar model was introduced to analyze how artificial

fractures perform during fluid flow. Figure 18 describes the five

planarmodels to be used in detail. In eachmodel, there is one injector

and one producer. The direction from injector to producer is the

main flow direction. One model has no fracture; two models have

fractures parallel to the main flow direction; and the other two

models have fractures that are at 45° to the main flow direction. The

two fractures have different lengths. A brine of 20,000 PPM was

injected and Figures 19 and 20 show thewater flow rate of the various

models and how the water was displaced.

Figure 20 reveals that the swept area expanded when fractures

extended at an angle of 45° to the main flow direction, while it

TABLE 5 Rock properties of the stress sensitivity test.

No. Core no. Length, cm Diameter, cm Permeability before
being fractured, mD

Permeability improvement
ratio (%)

Stress sensitivity
coefficient at
25 MPa (%)

1 107–1 5.30 2.55 0.060 120 75

2 107–2 5.16 2.55 0.056 0 28

FIGURE 17
Rock stress sensitivity test curve.

FIGURE 18
Models of artificial fracture experiments.
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decreased when the fractures ran parallel with the main flow

direction. It was determined that fractures improved fluid

conductivity and increased production area when they acted as

extra water producers. By contrast, the swept area shrank when

fractures were parallel to the main flow direction since parallel

fractures only helped to add fluid conductivity, which intensified the

heterogeneity along the flow direction and reduced the sweep

efficiency. Accordingly, it was concluded that fractures

contributed to higher conductivity; the smaller the angle between

fractures and the main flow direction, the more contributions

fractures provide for a certain fracture length.

To reduce the possibility of fracturing, horizontal wells are

usually drilled vertically into natural fractures to obtain parallel

fractures. If natural fractures are viewed as the main flow

direction, the direction of the fracturing fractures is then

consistent with that of the main flow, which promotes

efficient displacement by reducing the pressure drop distance

and increasing the local displacement pressure difference.

Therefore, it is highly recommended to control horizontal well

length during water-flooding.

Conclusion

Based on nonlinear flow experiments and triaxial compression

tests, this paper revealed the interactions between nonlinear flow and

the microfracture network. It also analyzed the impact of

microfracture networks on nonlinear flow, two-phase flow, rock

stress sensitivity, and artificial fractures. This paper basically

contributes to the sum of knowledge by increasing our

understanding of nonlinear flow in a complex fracture network.

This paper also determined that the pore structure and stress

environment play significant roles in the industrial practice of

hydraulic fracturing. The key innovation point of this paper was

to integrate the nonlinear flow mechanism with the complex pore-

fracture system based on experiment and analysis. The following

conclusions can be drawn from the study results:

1) The capillary sizes and medium heterogeneity are the

determining factors of nonlinear flow. As the pressure drops,

fluid is not able to flow in a portion of capillaries, the flow

capacity drops, and its nonlinear flow characteristics appear.

FIGURE 19
Water displacement in models 1, 2, and 3.

FIGURE 20
Water displacement in models 1, 4, and 5.
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2) Under the impact of microfractures, the nonlinear region

shrinks, and the nonlinearity decreases. Microfractures yield

better reservoir physical properties, reduce nonlinear flow,

and improve fluid mobility.

3) Microfractures can be regarded as parts ofmatrix pores as their size

is still at micro-scale. As the number of microfractures greatly

increases, the role ofmicrofractures in fluid flow ismore important

than that of natural fractures. Under a stress of 21MPa, the

permeability change increases from 10% to 70% in 200min.

4) Microfractures significantly increase rock stress sensitivity

and reduce the threshold of permeability to allow fluid flow.

Fractures can be generated immediately if the stress reaches

32 MPa, as shown in this study.
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